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APRIL 2019 THE BUSINESS OF STYLE
A special business of style focus throughout the issue explores
advocacy among luxury brands and consumers, and the way social
responsibility, a sustainable approach and diverse points of view are
creating dynamic approaches to the way we experience fashion,
design, travel, food and drink.

What’s new and noteworthy for Spring 2019 including the
launch of a luxury flagship in Montreal, the latest offering
from a fine watch collection, exploring an emerging foodie
destination on the west coast and a profile of the breakout
Canadian fashion star in New York.

ESSENTIALS
Essentials
As part of the lead up to The
Globe and Mail Style Advisor’s
partnership with the Canadian
Arts and Fashion Awards (CAFA)
on its annual fashion and retail
forum, we introduce our
audience to Canada’s leading
activists in fashion and beauty.

Fashion/Grooming
Cargo trousers get an elevated
update for spring, hair gel
makes a comeback as a key
component of the season’s slick
beauty look and a profile of the
man who creates otherworldly
catwalk environments for
boundary pushing labels.

Design/Travel
From the return of glass block in
interiors to a primer for
decorating with swish sconces,
we guide you through the design
updates of the moment. Plus, the
latest reason to visit a revitalized
Detroit, and a Saville Row
legend’s foray into in-flight
fashion.

Food & Drink
The gourmet food hall
concept arrives in Canada,
and the premixed cocktail
goes posh via some of the
country’s top indie
distillers.

FEATURES
Fashion: The renewed popularity of the season’s it piece of apparel for both women and men, the blazer, is a reminder of how the garment
has been constantly updated to reflect the spectrum of conservative to disruptive moments in fashion history.
Design: How do you live beautifully with art? Design contributor Kristina Ljubanovic profiles ambitious collectors who make painting,
sculpture and other work an important element in their covetable living spaces.
Food & Drink: Spanish born chef Najat Kaanache, an alumnus of iconic restaurants including The French Laundry, Per Se, Noma and elBulli,
now calls Fez, Morocco, home and shares her guide to the city’s most delicious culinary offerings.
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